Faculty Comm. Seeks Shelter in School Area

An eight man committee of faculty members and administrators are conducting a pilot study into the physical possibility of building a bomb shelter at the College, Acting President Harry N. Rivlin announced yesterday.

The committee was formed as a result of Governor Rockefeller's proposal, passed last month at a special session of the Albany legislature, to have the State pay half of the cost of a fallout shelter for each school.

Dean William Allen (Technical
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Season’s Greetings—Peace To The World

Voice of the Student Body

Awaits Shelter Report

By BRUCE SOLOMON

The first full-scale anti-Communist demonstration here since 1958 developed yesterday into an angry, hooting mob which followed Party Secretary Ben Davis from the College, where he spoke, to the IND subway station at 127 Street. Davis appeared at the invitation of Student Government as part of its “Victory Forum” to celebrate the lifting of the Communist speaker ban at the City University by the Administrative Council last week.

Davis here as Ban Lifted, Booed by Right-Wingers

Benjamin Davis, held a “victory celebration” for academic freedom at the College yesterday amidst an overflow crowd of applauding and sometimes jeering students.

More than 150 students crowded into a smoke-filled room to listen to the party’s National Secretary call the Administrative Council of Municipal College for the City of New York to remove the Communist speaker ban “a tremendous victory for free speech.”

Earlier, he qualified his remarks by declaring that “I do not take the perception given me here as an endorsement of the views of the Communist Party.”

Davis was the first member of the Communist Party to speak at the College since the prohibition against such speakers was ended last Saturday, December 16.

“All I ask for,” said Davis, “is ‘the right of the Communist Party to participate in the present national and international debate on the relative merits of socialism and communism, on one hand, and capitalism and imperialism on the other.”

While praising the students and faculty at the City University for their cooperation in the ban, he warned that “the price of liberty is eternal vigilance.”

After being expected to Room 217 Finley through a back exit, to follow Davis down the stairs, verbal shouts of “Red butcher of Hungary,” and “traitor!” and de- nunciation of alleged Communist anti-Semitism were the only blows landed, however.

The demonstration, called by the College’s Young Republicans, began on the front steps of Finley shortly before Davis arrived. About forty students took part, holding posters bearing such slogans as: “City College is not a platform for traitors,” “Communism is fascism by another name,” “The Russian idea of disarmament — 100 megaton bombs,” and “Does the party allow you to speak freely, Mr. Davis?”

Carl Weissman, a freshman, who organized the demonstration, shouted:

(Continued on Page 3)

Welfare State Is Seen In Israel By Janowsky

Israel, which is moving toward the creation of a welfare state, is not trying to create a utopia, Professor Oscar Janowsky (History), said yesterday.

Professor Janowsky, who is a member of the Board of Governors of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, spent five months last year in Israel doing research on the welfare state.

He came back with the view that Israel is being built today with “dynamic, daring and intelligent” leadership.

There is a sense of purpose to this dynamism, he declared: “And it is something more than the profit motive or quantitative achievement. They are striving in Israel to convert human energy and nature into welfare and culture.”

Welfare State Is Seen In Israel By Janowsky

Benjamin Davis, a professor at the Hebrew University, spent five months last year in Israel doing research on the welfare state.

Dr. Harry N. Rivlin
Avondale Shelter Report

A Christmas Party will be held today in the Butler basement and Lewishohn lounges between 2 and 5 p.m. All student and faculty members are welcome.

The College’s area was chosen because the College will participate in the National Day of Student Action, the College’s Young Republicans, headed by Professor Shulman organized the demonstration, shouting:

(Continued on Page 3)

Community Renewal Project Is Under Way

A project to fuse the College with its environment, and to thereby improve both, is getting underway with the formation of a new non-profit corporation and research unit.

The recently established Institute for Community Research and Development, headed by Professor Harry M. Shulman (Sociology), has set up its temporary offices in Steinig and will evaluate the urban renewal projects in the Hamilton-Grange-Manhattan Village Conservation Association, of which the College is a member.

In a three block area stretching from 130 to 134 Street and bounded by Amsterdam and Convent Avenues, the College, together with city agencies, civic and neighborhood groups will work towards enforcement of housing laws. Professor Shulman said, and will generally try to “help our neighbors to cope with their problems.”

A limited number of students at the College will participate in the project, which was announced by the City of New York last month. The College’s area was chosen because "we have already demonstrated ability to serve our neighborhood," Professor Shulman said.

Benjamin Davis standing down Convent Ave. surrounded by professors, members of the College press, and curious onlookers.

By GRACE FISHER

The full-scale anti-Communist demonstration here since 1958 developed yesterday into an angry, hooting mob which followed Party Secretary Ben Davis from the College, where he spoke, to the IND subway station at 127 Street. Davis appeared at the invitation of Student Government as part of its "Victory Forum" to celebrate the lifting of the Communist speaker ban at the City University by the Administrative Council last week.

Davis here as Ban Lifted, Booed by Right-Wingers

Awaits Shelter Report

By BRUCE SOLOMON

The first full-scale anti-Communist demonstration here since 1958 developed yesterday into an angry, hooting mob which followed Party Secretary Ben Davis from the College, where he spoke, to the IND subway station at 127 Street. Davis appeared at the invitation of Student Government as part of its "Victory Forum" to celebrate the lifting of the Communist speaker ban at the City University by the Administrative Council last week.

Davis here as Ban Lifted, Booed by Right-Wingers

Benjamin Davis, held a "victory celebration" for academic freedom at the College yesterday amidst an overflow crowd of applauding and sometimes jeering students.

More than 150 students crowded into a smoke-filled room to listen to the party’s National Secretary call the Administrative Council of Municipal College for the City of New York to remove the Communist speaker ban "a tremendous victory for free speech."

Earlier, he qualified his remarks by declaring that "I do not take the perception given me here as an endorsement of the views of the Communist Party."

Davis was the first member of the Communist Party to speak at the College since the prohibition against such speakers was ended last Saturday, December 16.

"All I ask for," said Davis, "is 'the right of the Communist Party to participate in the present national and international debate on the relative merits of socialism and communism, on one hand, and capitalism and imperialism on the other.'"

While praising the students and faculty at the City University for their cooperation in the ban, he warned that "the price of liberty is eternal vigilance."

After being expected to Room 217 Finley through a back exit, to follow Davis down the stairs, verbal shouts of "Red butcher of Hungary," and "traitor!" and denunciation of alleged Communist anti-Semitism were the only blows landed, however.

The demonstration, called by the College's Young Republicans, began on the front steps of Finley shortly before Davis arrived. About forty students took part, holding posters bearing such slogans as: "City College is not a platform for traitors," "Communism is fascism by another name," "The Russian idea of disarmament — 100 megaton bombs," and "Does the party allow you to speak freely, Mr. Davis?"

Carl Weissman, a freshman, who organized the demonstration, shouted:

(Continued on Page 3)
**Opax Mundi**

As Christmas time is drawing near and we look back upon the year At student slates and slate forers hung We see the time has finally come To give out presents one by one.

Champagne for the winners, Reform see That promised a "return to normalcy." For the SG departed—Levine, Fox and Corwin, Front and Machtlinger—and of—yes—that's Irvin We wish them back together again Instead of the Council next term led by Bren

To Herbert David Berkowitz, the loyal opposition Better luck next time — try another position.

To Irvin Promin, a chemist political Who leaves SG with a situation critical An attack case to show off his station And carry his wealth of SG information.

To cigar smoking Harry, a cigarette, nothing thicker He kept the faculty from getting their liquor.

To legislators who favor tuition We hope Santa brings them a change in position, And to Tech News we give this advice Advice on reflecting its regular status.

To DSL and the Burns Guards — Peace Corps A host of TD cards to boost up their score. To Jerry Hush a fond adieu Next term won’t be the same sans vous.

To the Tech building we leave wishes for completion And to South Campus fricassee, votes for deletion.

For political clubs which initially sprout Alphabet soup to piece a new out The recent demise of the speaker— And a host of TD cards to boost up their score. To Jerry Hush a fond adieu Next term won’t be the same sans vous.

To the Tech building we leave wishes for completion And to South Campus fricassee, votes for deletion.

For political clubs which initially sprout Alphabet soup to piece a new out. To Benjamin Davis and Buckley too. Now once again we can listen to you. To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners To APO — all those renee.

To Kornblum and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.

To Koehnjen and Hofstatter — Noel learners.

To controversial bills where the decide’s a toy. Another year with no officer a gay.

Best wishes on your wedding day. To Peter Owen his mate Renee.
Check your opinions against L'M's Campus Opinion Poll '75

1 How important is it for the U.S. to be the first to reach the moon?

☐ Crucial ☐ Important but not crucial ☐ Unimportant

2 Would you mind dating a girl who's taller than you?

☐ Yes ☐ No

3 Do girls think it's wrong to always smoke their dates' cigarettes?

☐ Yes ☐ No

Expect more, get more, from L'M!

There's actually more rich-flavor leaf in L&M than even in some unfiltered cigarettes. You get more body in the blend, more flavor in the smoke, more taste through the filter. So expect more body, more taste from L&M. And remember—with L&M's modern filter, only the white touches your lips.

L&M's the filter cigarette for people who really like to smoke.

OBSERVATION: THE
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Winter Concert

BY ALEX PARKAS

We are one to judge from the annual winter concert held at the college last weekend, it would have to be said that the Music Department at the college exhibits a lion's share of courage. Perhaps, however, it would be more accurate to say that Prof. Jahoda himself is a man daring man. (Students will await his looming trials). Time and again, with each concert, he has displayed his refusal to be handled by the amateur organisations under his direction. The understanding last week-end was by no means an exception.

The program was a most unusual one. The highlight was, of course, the Hymn to Venus by Music Department Chairman Mark Brunswick. The Black Markers Suite of Roger Sessions, a contemporary American composer, was a close second in the way of interest on the program. More standard works were chosen from Beethoven, Mozart, and Bach.

If there is any reservation about the work it would have to be in its selectional manner. Each section of the program is very skillfully concentrated. The stringo sections are wholly admirable, and exciting. The lyrical solo lines for cello sing. Much material is always present and beautiful melodic lines they are. The mood of each section is unmistakably clear. However, one must question the breaks within the work. This may not be due to a lack entirely comfortable about the matter. Nevertheless, we must recognize the performance as a non- important even in the history of the College's Music Department: A performance of a difficult and worthy composition and all intrasensual. Prof. Brunswick received a rousing hand from the audience and performers as well. After intermission, the orchestra took the stage for Roger Sessions' Black Markers Suite. The work is put together from incidental music to a play. And one must, I think, say that Prof. Jahoda for bringing a seldom heard works of contemporary American music to the College. The music is not difficult: to listen to. The mood of the four movements is obvious and the success of the work is the clarity with which these moods are put forth. Mr. Sessions was present Saturday evening and received a warm reception from the audience. The evening closed with the chorus and orchestra once more together for Bach's Cantata " Nun ist das Heil" Again, a short work, but in the true Baroque tradition of proclaiming the glory of God. It is a brilliant work; the spirit does not abide for an instant. We must also question whether religious works are done with the intensity which they demand. One might have wished for the presence of a more spiritual quality in this last work. It is difficult to say exactly what was missing. Perhaps the disbelief of our age with as yet nothing to take its place puts us in a disadvantageous position for coming to grips with religious music.

Again, let us salute the courage with which this unpopular program was put together. But perhaps there was real wisdom behind it all, and not such change as might seem, for the most successful performances were the new and challenging works of our century, which were done with enthusiasm and a hint of conviction.

Anti-Communists . . .

(Continued from Page 1) ed through a megaphone demands for the resignation of every Forn- dest Government official who al- lowed this man to come. "We will not allow a young, arrogant bunch of punks to take control of this building," he said.

Meanwhile, Davis was led into the room. He milled about outside, along with the merely curious, blocking the narrow passage- way and waiting for Davis' emerg- ence for the chance to tell him what they thought of him.

While some had clearly favored the ban, many of the demonstrators merely shared Weitzman's attitude that they were not opposing free speech, but the invitation to Davis and the effect it might have on their careers.

Many were foreign students who denounced what they called Com- munist "tyranny." One girl, an Israeli, said that she knew the law of the land, but felt she had to make known her opposition to Davis because "he represents a government that is persecuting the Jews." Former M.D.C. President Al Zagarelli labeled the Young Re- publican leaflets announcing the demonstration a "call to violence" and said of the demonstrators, "If they don't have the self-discipline to control themselves, they should not be allowed to hold further demonstrations."

As for Davis' reaction to the demonstration against him, he said, "It was not a demonstration. We must again salute the courage with which this unorthodox program was put together. But perhaps there was real wisdom behind it all, and not such change as might seem, for the most successful performances were the new and challenging works of our century, which were done with enthusiasm and a hint of conviction.
Beavers Top Yeshiva 24-6; Pin 3 Not So Mighty Mites

BY RICHIE COE

The College’s wrestling team beat Yeshiva University 24-6 last night, despite the absence of co-captain Barry Goldlust and first-stringer Harvey Taylor. This was the first match of the College has ever head with Yeshiva University. Bob Hamilton started the grapplers in the right direction by pinning Harold Wasserman at 5:05 of the 123-pound bout. The Beavers also pinned two of Mighty Mites. Co-captain Phil Rodman pinned Ken Gribitz at 1:45 in the 147-pound class that followed. Mark Miller pinned Joel Prozan at the 7 minute mark. But, as coach Joseph Sapora remarked, the climax of the match came in the heavyweight bout after the Beavers already had the win assured. Muscular Mal Schwartz outpointed his obese opponent 5-4.

In the heavyweight class there is no weigh-in but coach Sapora who ought to know estimated that Yeshiva’s Warren Klein had a forty to fifty pound advantage. But he moved with a swiftness belied by his waistline.

Soon after the bout started the score was tied 2-2. Then Klein took a 4-2 edge and for a few moments it looked as if he’d get a pin. But with about two minutes to go Schwartz came back to win going away 5-4.

The College’s Mike Bradhick replaced absent a co-captain Barry Goldlust in the 120 pound bout. He had trouble keeping Yeshiva’s Joel Werblowsky in the ring, but no trouble winning 6-1.

The Beavers lost only two of the eight bouts. One was dropped by Marvin Chasen, as Mighty Mite placed absent a co-captain Barry Goldlust in the 130 pound bout. He took a 4-0 edge and for a few moments it looked as if he’d get a pin. But with about two minutes to go Schwartz came back to win going away 5-4.

The other was lost by second-stringer George Franklin who lost Harvey Taylor’s place in the 137-pound class. Yeshiva’s Bob Leifer shook him 9-3.

The Beavers then wind up their season with the Meet championship in March 3rd.

Track Men Not Runners

Maybe they don’t run but they still score points for the track team. In fact the field team usually pushes the Beavers over the top.

Vince Hanlich, shot-putter, discus-thrower and hammer-thrower serves to spark them. Last year he won the shot-put and discus-throwing events of the Collegiate Track Conference. In all probability he will repeat this year.

This season Hanlich will be backed by Gerry Fisman, who throws 35 lb. weights; Gene Barstell, high-jumper and pole vaulter; and John Buechler, broad-jumper.

The College’s basketball team has a lot of fight. It must be conceded that the important things in college life stay the same. Parties. Girls. Luckies. Students smoke more of them than any other regular cigarette. Which shows that the important things in college life stay the same. Parties. Girls. Luckies.

WHAT DOES AN OLD GRAD LIKE BEST ABOUT HOMECOMING? Next to shaking hands, he likes reminiscing. About fraternity parties, girls, sorority parties, girls, off-campus parties, girls— and, of course, about how great cigarettes used to taste. Fortunately for you, Luckies still do taste great. (So great that college students smoke more of them than any other regular cigarette.) Which shows that the important things in college life stay the same. Parties. Girls. Luckies.

Sincere Thanks to all those who voted for me.

Herb Berkowitz

Counsellors COLLEGE JUNIORS OR HIGHER

- Large, well-established co-educational camp with first-class educational, athletic and cultural program.
- Beautiful setting. Located in Hamptons, Long Island.
- Good salaries.
- Pleasant working conditions.
- Write.

CEJWIN CAMPS
31 Union Square West
New York 1, New York

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!

Product of THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY "Luckies are our middle name"